AGENDA
Pre-Regulatory Workshop on Proposition 65 Warnings
Coastal Hearing Room at the Cal/EPA Headquarters 1001, I Street, Sacramento

July 30, 2013, 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

This public workshop is being convened by the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) to gather input from interested parties on the content of a regulation that would address Proposition 65 warnings. Such a regulation, if formally proposed and adopted, would either supplement or replace existing OEHHA warning regulations and would conform to any statutory changes if enacted.

Welcome and Introductions

OEHHA Presentation on Potential Regulatory Action
- Carol Monahan-Cummings, Chief Counsel, OEHHA

Clarifying Questions and Responses

Discussion on Warning Methods

What are the best ways to provide informative and meaningful warnings to individuals concerning exposures to carcinogens and reproductive toxicants?

- For consumer products (sold in stores and via the internet)
- For food products (sold in stores and via the internet)
- For common environmental scenarios (such as parking structures, food courts, hotels, apartments)
- Considering how new technologies could be used

Lunch Break

Discussion on Warning Content

What are your recommendations for clear and meaningful warning language?

- For the minimum information that must be included in all warnings
- On products sold in stores or via the internet, or on physical structures
- For providing additional off-product or off-site contextual information to persons concerning exposures to listed chemicals

Discussion on Transition Timeframes for Compliance with New Regulations

Next Steps

Closing Remarks